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EIC in a nutshell
o Facility

– The EIC is to be built at the 
Brookhaven National Laboratory 
(BNL) incorporating the existing 
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider

o Uniqueness
– World’s first polarised electron, 

polarised proton/light-ion collider
– World’s first polarised electron, 

heavy-ion collider

o Overarching science questions
– How does the mass and spin of the 

nucleon arise from its constituents?
– What are the emergent properties of 

dense systems of gluons?

o Timeline
– Dec 2019: EIC Project approved
– Apr 2025: EIC Project Detector TDR
– Apr 2032 – Apr 2034: Transition to 

Operations
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Collider Specifications from Science

4DIS2023                                                                                                               
Michigan State University

Mass and

EIC design goals
o High Luminosity: L = 1033 – 1034 cm-2sec-1, 10 – 100 fb-1/year
o Center of mass energy: 20 – 100 GeV, upgradable to 140 GeV
o Highly Polarized Beams: 70%
o Large Ion Species Range: protons – Uranium
o Large Detector Acceptance and Good Background Conditions
o Accommodate a Second Interaction Region (IR) – The EIC Project covers the 

accelerator and one detector
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EIC project detector requirements
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U.S.-based EIC - key processes (at LO)

Inclusive deep-inelastic scattering
    primarily about scattered electrons,

    acceptance in x, Q2 — low x,Q2 affects IR

    ~ 1 fb-1 

Semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering
    scattered electron and one or more (identified) hadrons,

    multidimensional binning: x, Q2, z, pT, ø

    particle identification 0.3 — 60 GeV/c,

    energy scale in the case of jets

    ~ 10 fb-1

Exclusive deep-inelastic scattering
    ~all particles in the event,

    multidimensional binning: x, Q2, t, ξ

    p’ over ~0.2 < pT < ~1.4 GeV needs instruments
    tightly integrated in IR

   ~ 100 fb-1

U.S.-based EIC - key processes (at LO)

Inclusive deep-inelastic scattering
    primarily about scattered electrons,

    acceptance in x, Q2 — low x,Q2 affects IR

    ~ 1 fb-1 

Semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering
    scattered electron and one or more (identified) hadrons,

    multidimensional binning: x, Q2, z, pT, ø

    particle identification 0.3 — 60 GeV/c,

    energy scale in the case of jets

    ~ 10 fb-1

Exclusive deep-inelastic scattering
    ~all particles in the event,

    multidimensional binning: x, Q2, t, ξ

    p’ over ~0.2 < pT < ~1.4 GeV needs instruments
    tightly integrated in IR

   ~ 100 fb-1

U.S.-based EIC - key processes (at LO)

Inclusive deep-inelastic scattering
    primarily about scattered electrons,

    acceptance in x, Q2 — low x,Q2 affects IR

    ~ 1 fb-1 

Semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering
    scattered electron and one or more (identified) hadrons,

    multidimensional binning: x, Q2, z, pT, ø

    particle identification 0.3 — 60 GeV/c,

    energy scale in the case of jets

    ~ 10 fb-1

Exclusive deep-inelastic scattering
    ~all particles in the event,

    multidimensional binning: x, Q2, t, ξ

    p’ over ~0.2 < pT < ~1.4 GeV needs instruments
    tightly integrated in IR

   ~ 100 fb-1

Inclusive DIS Semi-inclusive DIS Exclusive DIS

o High performance 
electron identification 
and reconstruction

o Tracking and hadronic 
calorimetry

o Heavy flavors identification 
from vertexing

o Light flavors from dedicated 
PID detectors 

o Efficient proton tagging 
o Cover full acceptance 

range



ePIC detector
o Compact central detector

– Combines tracking and vertexing, 
PID, and EM and hadronic 
calorimetry 

– Asymmetric beam energies, 
different electron and hadron 
endcaps

o 1.7 T solenoidal field, ~2.8 m bore

o Streaming readout approach

o Extensive beamline 
instrumentation integral to science 
programme
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Bringing it together — EIC IR and Detector

IR design integral to the science,

     incorporates e.g. Roman Pots,
                                 low Q2 tagger,
                                 (ZDC, B0, off-mom.)

     luminosity drives compactness of
                      the central detector

Central detector “just” ~ 9.5 m,

Combines tracking and vertexing, PID, 
and EM and hadronic calorimetry,

Asymmetric beam energies lead to very 
different electron and hadron endcaps,

1.7 T solenoidal field with ~2.8 m bore,

Streaming readout approach.

Hadronic Calorimeters
(HCAL)

E/M Calorimeters
(ECal)         

Time.of.Flight
(ToF), DIRC,  

RICH detectors

MAPS tracker

MPGD trackers

Solenoidal Magnet

Bringing it together — EIC Central Detector



Tracking requirements
o Physics derived requirements on precise low momentum particles tracking 

drive the need for very high point resolution and ultra-low material budget à 
Most challenging requirements

– High granularity, low power active element
– Minimal material from mechanics, cooling, power and data distribution
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CHAPTER 11. DETECTOR ASPECTS 437

struction schedule, a list of areas in need of targeted R&D has been compiled and
is presented in Chapter 14.

11.2.2 Main requirements and acceptance coverage

Table 11.2: Requirements for the tracking system from the physics groups.

The requirements for the tracking in an EIC detector are derived from the physics
simulations and are represented by the detector requirements table shown in Ta-
ble 11.2. The ranges in pseudorapidity are accompanied with requirements for rel-
ative momentum resolution, allowed material budget in terms of radiation length,
minimum pT cutoff, transverse and longitudinal pointing resolutions. These re-
quirements form the basis of the designs and concepts that are presented.

11.2.3 Silicon Detector Technologies for EIC

To satisfy the requirements detailed above, the EIC silicon vertex and tracking
(SVT) detector needs to have high granularity and very low material budget. Per-
formance simulations of the detector concepts presented in Section 11.2.5 highlight
the need for a spatial resolution  5µm in tracking layers and disks, and around 3
µm in the vertex layers, combined with a material budget  0.1%X0 in the vertex
layers,  0.8%X0 in the tracking layers and  0.3%X0 in the disks.

A broad survey of silicon detector technologies was presented and discussed at
the first EIC Yellow Report Workshop in March 2020 [1425] covering hybrid pixel
detectors, strip detectors, Low Gain Avalanche Detectors (LGAD), the DEPFET
sensor, and Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS). The survey considered exist-
ing examples of these detectors as well as the silicon technologies used for their
development to understand their potential for application at the EIC. MAPS have
been identified as the best detector technology to satisfy the requirements of the
EIC SVT and are discussed below. These detectors provide the highest granularity,

(~MAPS + MPGD trackers)

YR Report, Table 11.2

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nuclphysa.2022.122447


Operational environment
o EIC bunch crossing frequency 98.5 MHz

– Interaction frequency orders of magnitude lower

o Rates for DIS ep events up to 500 kHz
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o Up to O(MHz) rate for background events
– Hadron and electron beam gas event rate 

lowers with improving vacuum condition
– Synchrotron radiation reduced of two 

orders of magnitude with 5 𝜇m gold 
coating of the beam pipe

o Manageable readout frame rate

Scatter plot of SR hits 
in the innermost 

silicon tracker layers

EIC Conceptual Design Report, Table 3.3

https://www.bnl.gov/ec/files/eic_cdr_final.pdf


Operational environment
o Low-moderate radiation levels

– Much lower radiation fluxes than LHC, widens technology options

o Example study: 10 GeV x 275 GeV DIS ep events + beam gas backgrounds
– Upper bound estimate: top luminosity; 10x 6 months run periods at 100% run time

o Total Ionising Dose below 1 Mrad
o Fluence below 5x1013 neq/cm2
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Preliminary Preliminary 

Maps of fluence and dose over the silicon tracker envelop



Integration constraints
o Large beam pipe diameter, 31.8 mm radius; (more) challenging to reach 

required vertexing precision

o Beam pipe diameter increases away from the interaction point
– Silicon tracker to be built in two halves clamped around the beam pipe
– Divergence already in silicon tracker envelop
– Complex mechanical support design (local and global) and integration procedure

o Beam pipe bake-out performed with silicon tracker in situ
– Demanding cooling requirements to maximise vertexing capability and acceptance at 

large eta within material budget
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ePIC Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT)
o Well integrated, large acceptance, high precision Silicon Vertex Tracker based 

on large area, low power MAPS in 65 nm CMOS imaging technology
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SVT Total (active) area ~ 8.5 m2

ePIC SVT target specifications
Spatial 
resolution ~ 5 um

Power < 40 mW/cm2

Frame rate ≤ 2 𝜇s

Material 
budget (per 
layer)

IB: 0.05% X/X0
OB: 0.25, 0.55% X/X0
EE/HE: 0.25% X/X0

22 J. Schambach

Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT)Inner Barrel (IB) Outer Barrel (OB)

Electron/Hadron Endcaps (EE, HE)



Inner barrel
o Transverse pointing resolution is multiple 

scattering dominated

o The IB will adopt the ALICE ITS3 wafer scale 
sensor and ultra-thin detector concept

– Three layers of thin, bent, silicon sensors
– Minimal mechanical support, air cooling, no 

services in active area
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CHAPTER 6. FOCUSED DETECTOR LAYOUT SIMULATIONS
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(a) Relative momentum resolution
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(b) Transverse pointing resolution
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(c) Longitudinal pointing resolution

Figure 6.6: Relative momentum resolution and pointing resolutions versus mo-
mentum, comparing the old baseline layout with the new baseline layout and
beampipe radius. The green curve represents the old baseline layout, and the
other curves represent the new baseline layout with di↵erent sensor thicknesses
and pixel sizes.

curve, and the black curve to the red curve, it is clear that a smaller pixel size
improves pointing resolution. Comparing the blue curve to the black curve (or the
magenta curve to the red curve), it is clear that a lower material thickness improves
the pointing resolutions more than a decrease in pixel size does. Even with a pixel
size of 20⇥ 20 µm2, the ITS3-based sensors outperform the old baseline layout in
spite of the increased beampipe radius. The projected ITS3 sensor pixel size is
10⇥10 µm2, so a sensor with a 20⇥20 µm2 pixel size based on the ITS3 technology
will likely not be available, but it is useful to determine that a low material budget
is more important than a small pixel size in this configuration.

Using the same dataset and analysis method, a comparison is also made of the
angular resolutions at the vertex position for the di↵erent configurations, in both
the ✓ and ' angles (see Section 2.2.4 for their definitions). A good angular resolu-
tion is of importance for the performance of particle identification detectors, and
it is also of interest for reconstruction of the kinematic variables of a collision (see
Section 3.1). The results of the angular resolution study are shown in Figure 6.7.

124

0.3% X/X0
20 𝝁m vs 10 𝝁m pitch

0.05% X/X0
20 𝝁m vs 10 𝝁m pitch

20 𝜇m 
0.05% X/X0, 31.8 mm beam pipe radius 
0.30% X/X0, 18 mm beam pipe radius 

o Layers positioned to optimise transverse pointing 
resolution within operational constraints

– L0, L1: large beam pipe diameter, beam pipe bake-out (5 
mm clearance), sensor width

– L2: r = 120 mm, dual purpose vertexing & sagitta layer, 
without increase in material



Outer barrel and endcaps
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Disk concept — module placement
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o EIC Large Area Sensor optimised for high yield, 
low cost, large area coverage

– Modification of the ITS3 sensor; LAS stitched but 
not wafer scale; possible modification(s) in the 
periphery to reduce number of readout links

o Lightweight mechanical supports (staves, disks) 
with integrated cooling and electrical interfaces

o Large lever arm with high precision 
measurements

– Improve momentum resolution 
– Maximise acceptance at high eta

o Disk inner opening defined by beam pipe 
bake-out constraints and off-centered 
where beam pipe diverges



Tracking performance
o Requirements on transverse pointing resolution met in the central region and at 

mid-pseudo rapidity, with good agreement at large eta
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Tracking performance
o Requirements on relative momentum resolution met in central and most of the 

forward region; still challenging in the backward region
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(Single particle, realistic seeding)

Backward region
(Electron going direction)

Forward region
(Hadron going direction)Central region



Hits/pixel/frame Hits/pixel/frame Hits/pixel/frame
L0 7.00E-08 ED0 1.96E-08 HD0 2.11E-08
L1 5.65E-08 ED1 7.07E-09 HD1 7.87E-09
L2 6.56E-09 ED2 6.81E-09 HD2 7.68E-09
L3 8.85E-10 ED3 6.40E-09 HD3 6.59E-09
L4 3.80E-10 ED4 5.76E-09 HD4 5.62E-09

Hit rates in the SVT
o Background events dominate the hit 

rates in the SVT

o Example study:
– 10 GeV x 100 GeV DIS ep events
– 10 GeV electron beam gas and SR, 100 

GeV hadron beam gas
– 20.8 x 22.8 𝜇m2 pixel, 2 𝜇s frame rate

o 3 - 5 MHz rates in IB and endcaps, ≤ 1 
MHz in OB

o Hit occupancy at most ~ 10-7 per pixel 
per frame 
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Overview of ongoing R&D activities
o R&D targets the development of low mass technological solutions to satisfy the 

physics requirements and achieve tight integration of the different SVT regions
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Conceptual design of 
OB and endcaps
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Disk concept — module placement

Beam pipe 
bake-out studies

Beam pipe bake-out:  upcoming

• Air flow & temperature have a significant effect on inner beam pipe 
temperature
• What temperature is needed to keep inner surface of  beam pipe @ 100°C?
• What does that do to the temperature of  the silicon? 

• Vary air flow & temperatures
• Want to keep silicon < 30°C

2/28/23 Apadula - EICSC Meeting 14

Serial powering

Sensor development 
(in collaboration with ITS3)

Air cooling through 
support structure

Setup

2/28/23 Apadula - EICSC Meeting 4

Direction of  airflow

DT: “bright” temp – “dark” temp

DP

DP determines air 
flow (cfm)

Data transmission 
on optical fibers

Selected developments 

shown in the next slides



Integrated mechanics and cooling
o The SVT will operate at room temperature with an estimated total sensor power 

consumption of ~4kW (excl. overhead for powering and data transmission)

o Preferred cooling solution for the SVT is air cooling
– Baseline for IB, one of the options considered for OB and endcaps
– Ongoing studies of airflow internal to the support structure for OB and endcaps

o Air flow through corrugated support structure
– EIC LAS on both sides of corrugated support structure on carbon fiber sheets
– Support and space for electrical services between modules; channel for air flow
– Prototyping of test structure ongoing with available mould; mechanical and thermal 

tests to follow
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Disk core — start of some prototyping

No doubt, lots more can be calculated, simulated, 
etc.


Perhaps enough is known to let “analysis 
paralysis” go hand-in-hand with “prototyping”,


Mold on the left just arrived,

• Pitch ~ 35 mm, 6 mm height, 45o angle,


• Sized for approximately a quarter of ED0/HD0,


Thinned diced silicon of EIC LAS dimensions 
ordered, likewise heating elements.

Disk concept — internal air cooling (?)

x

 


 


An internal channel might do the trick; something similar near the beampipe (?),

Lots to figure out and work ahead.

Disk concept — sensor placement

 


Having a sensor module part of the face-sheets — as shown here — would seem preferred,

Arguments include that services can be guided to areas with mechanical support

                                      (services would naturally enter/exit at the periphery or short dimension w)

 

z

y
EIC LAS sensor

Electrical 
services

Channel for air flow Mould for corrugated 
structure fabrication



Integrated mechanics and cooling
o Initial testing of air cooling through carbon 

foam
– Small stave structures with different foam type 

and thickness
– Heat loads to simulate various power densities
– Room temperature air flow
– Goal: ΔT < 10C
– CVD foam meets requirement up to 0.5 W/cm2 
– RVC foam achieves ΔT < 10C for power 

densities < 0.1 W/cm2

– ePIC size staves in fabrication; ongoing 
improvements to overall setup 

o Air + mono/bi-phase cooling combination 
also considered, work yet to start 
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ΔT across 50 cm long, 6 mm thick 
RVC stave for 3.4 cfm

ΔT across 10 cm long, 4 mm thick 
CVD stave

DT for different power densities

Pixel matrix < 0.02 W/cm2, periphery > 0.5 W/cm2

2/28/23 Apadula - EICSC Meeting 7

CVD achieves DT for 
all power densities

Heat gradient
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L	=	50	cm,	air	flow	=	3.4	cfm

0.5	W/cm2

0.3	W/cm2

0.1	W/cm2

0.05	W/cm2

0.02	W/cm2

(mm)

z = 0 mm
z = 500 mm

Direction of airflow

DT < 10°C for power 
densities < 0.1 W/cm2

D
T



IB air cooling and beam pipe bake-out
o Beam pipe bakeout performed with IB installed

– Hot gas pumped into beam pipe at T ≥ 100C
– Target IB temperature during bake-out of 30C
– Large temperature gradient to accommodate over small volume

o Initial simulations indicated 5 mm spacing between beam pipe and L0 needed 
with air flow T < 20C and 5 mm/s velocity

o However, significant beam pipe inner surface cooling from air flow to cool IB 
(100C à 67C for air flow T = 25C)

– Next steps: investigate minimum hot gas temperature to keep inner surface of beam 
pipe at 100C and study effect on L0 temperature
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156/6/22

Ansys Fluent Analysis – 5mm Results

Detector Support Group

Maximum temperature for Si sensor L1 for model with 5 mm of separation 
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L0 at 5 mm from beam pipe

Beam pipe bake-out:  upcoming

• Air flow & temperature have a significant effect on inner beam pipe 
temperature
• What temperature is needed to keep inner surface of  beam pipe @ 100°C?
• What does that do to the temperature of  the silicon? 

• Vary air flow & temperatures
• Want to keep silicon < 30°C

2/28/23 Apadula - EICSC Meeting 14

Effect of air cooling on beam pipe
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Inner surface cools 
significantly
(60 - 70°C)

Beam pipe outlet

Radial dependence 
of  temperature 

inside beam pipe

Inner surface of  beam pipe



Services material reduction
o Serial powering to be implemented for OB and endcaps

– Current flow between EIC LAS sensors
– Shunt-LDO regulator design to match EIC LAS power specs, ongoing
– Aluminium-Kapton flex for power distribution on stave/disks

o Readout architecture
– Low radiation levels + lpGBT integrated in ITS3 sensor periphery à investigate use 

of optical fibers for data transmission to/from staves/disks
– Electro/optical interface at end of stave/disk; available mechanical support and 

cooling
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Shunt-LDO schematic drawing



Conclusion
o The EIC will be a world’s unique facility to continue exploration of strongly 

interacting matter using DIS, commencing operation in the early 2030s

o The ePIC Silicon Vertex Tracker is a large, thin, MAPS based detector, with 
very demanding requirements for precision measurements and integration

o Synergies with ALICE ITS3 developments + large programme of dedicated 
R&D on lightweight, integrated mechanics, cooling and services

The ePIC SVT is an interesting and challenging project, 
and it is not too late to join the effort…
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EIC detector: a technology demonstrator for FCC-ee
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The 2021 ECFA detector research and development roadmap

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2784893


ePIC Silicon Vertex Tracker 
Detector Subsystem Collaboration

Detector Subsystem Leader: Ernst Sichterman (LBNL)
Detector Subsystem Technical Coordinator: Laura Gonella (Uni Birmingham)
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Backup
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EIC Project Timeline
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Early endorsement
2015 Long Range Plan for Nuclear Science
2018 National Academy of Science Assessment

TDR

Transition to 
operation

DOE Project Milestones

Project approved

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25171/an-assessment-of-us-based-electron-ion-collider-science


DOE Project Phases
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Evolution of EIC Detector Concept
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The evolution of the detector concept
 White paper (2012, 

2014) 
 followed by the initial 

concepts

La Biodola, 22-28 May 2022 ATHENA @ EIC 8

 The Call for Detector proposals (2021)

 ATHENA
 A Totally Hermetic Electron-Nucleus Apparatus
 Concept: General purpose detector inspired by 

the YR studies based on a new central magnet 
of up to 3T 

 CORE
 COmpact detectoR for the Eic
 Concept: Nearly hermetic, general purpose 

compact detector, 2T baseline

 ECCE 
 EIC Comprehensive Chromodynamics 

Experiment
 Concept: General purpose detector based on 

1.5T BaBar magnet

 The Yellow Report reference 
detector (2020)
A global effort of the 

EIC-User Group 

 2022: Merging of ECCE and ATHENA 
proposal strengths forming a new 
collaboration for DETECTOR 1
Ongoing process!

S. Dalla Torre

White paper (2012, 2014), initial concepts
Yellow Report 
reference detector 
(2020), global effort of 
the EIC Users Group
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Ongoing process!

S. Dalla Torre

CHAPTER 9. INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME III 403

• For the entire experimental program a precise determination and monitoring
of the luminosity will be essential;

• Measurements with polarized beams require the use of electron, proton, and
light nucleus polarimeters;

• The strategy for detector read-out and data acquisition has to be defined tak-
ing into account the data rate of the experiment, as well as the rapid devel-
opments in the field of digital electronics and computing power, suggesting
a integrated approach to both the read-out and data acquisition and software
and computing.

A reference central detector design, largely matching the physics requirements, is
presented as a 3D model in Fig. 9.2 and in 2D schematic form in Fig. 9.3. Figure 9.4
illustrates the very forward detectors. The following characteristics are assumed.

Hadron Calorimeter Endcap

Electromagnetic Calorimeter

Cherenkov Counter
Barrel EM Calorimeter
DIRC
Solenoidal Magnet

RICH Detector
Barrel Hadron Calorimeter

Transition Radiation Detector
Preshower Calorimeter
Electromagnetic Calorimeter

Hadron Calorimeter Endcap

Figure 9.2: A cutaway illustration of a generic EIC concept detector.

The central detector instruments the pseudo-rapidity region �4 < h < 4 with full
coverage of the range |h| < 3.5 (details are provided in Sec. 11.8). This acceptance
range matches the needs of the inclusive, semi-inclusive, jet physics and spec-
troscopy studies. It is complemented by the very forward and backward detec-
tors ensuring the hermeticity and the forward tagging required by specific topics
of the physics program, in particular exclusive reactions and diffractive channels.
The main requirements of the central detector are dictated by the event geometry
and the physics program, as illustrated in detail in Vol. II, chapter 8. They are re-
lated to (1) tracking and momentum measurements, (2) electron identification,
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the YR studies based on a new central magnet 
of up to 3T 

 CORE
 COmpact detectoR for the Eic
 Concept: Nearly hermetic, general purpose 

compact detector, 2T baseline

 ECCE 
 EIC Comprehensive Chromodynamics 

Experiment
 Concept: General purpose detector based on 

1.5T BaBar magnet
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detector (2020)
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EIC-User Group 

 2022: Merging of ECCE and ATHENA 
proposal strengths forming a new 
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Ongoing process!
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2022: Merging of ECCE and 
ATHENA proposal strengths 
forming a new collaboration to 
deliver the EIC Project Detector 
à ePIC collaboration formally 
established

Call for Detector proposals (2021)

ATHENA: A Totally Hermetic Electron-Nucleus 
Apparatus
• General purpose detector inspired by YR 

studies, new central magnet of up to 3T
 
CORE: COmpact detectoR for the Eic
• Nearly hermetic, general purpose compact 

detector, 2T baseline

ECCE: EIC Comprehensive Chromodynamics 
Experiment
• General purpose detector, 1.5T BaBar 

magnet

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1212.1701v3.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nuclphysa.2022.122447
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/17/10/P10019
https://zenodo.org/records/6536630
https://zenodo.org/records/6537588


Evolution of EIC Detector Concept
o 2020: Yellow Report

– Initial requirements, two detector reference 
designs, further physics opportunities

o 2021: Call for Detector Proposals
– Detector Proposal Advisory Panel (DPAP) 

reviewed three proposals; ATHENA, CORE, 
and ECCE

– ATHENA and ECCE fulfil all requirements of 
the EIC Science Case; ECCE design 
recommended and adopted as Reference 
Detector

o 2022: ATHENA and ECCE merge into the 
ePIC collaboration to deliver the EIC Project 
Detector
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ePIC Collaboration
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171 Institutions
24 countries
500+ participants



ePIC Detector
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ePIC detector design

9/28/2023 17

Proton/Ion beam Electron beam



ePIC Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT)
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22 J. Schambach

Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT)
Inner Barrel (IB)
• 2 curved silicon vertex layers
• 1 curved dual-purpose layer

Outer Barrel (OB)
• 1 stave-based sagitta layer
• 1 stave-based outer layer

Electron/Hadron Endcaps (EE, HE)
• 5 disks on either side of the IP



MLR1 design
o High Speed LVDS Receiver + High speed CML Driver

– Functional up to 2Gbps
– Tested up to 9900Krad
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ER1 designs
o Functional blocks for data transmission (on- and off-chip)
o Standard cell layout modifications for DFM 
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Original design

Modified design



Air cooling through carbon foam
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Setup

2/28/23 Apadula - EICSC Meeting 4

Direction of  airflow

DT: “bright” temp – “dark” temp

DP

DP determines air 
flow (cfm)



Air cooling through carbon foam
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Stave variations

• Foam types:
• CVD – conducting, denser than RVC
• RVC – insulating, lower material budget

• Thicknesses: 4 & 6 mm
• PPI(pores per inch):  30 & 45
• Stave lengths:  100 & 500 mm

2/28/23 Apadula - EICSC Meeting 5



Beam pipe bake out
o No heaters around beampipe due to material budget
o Pumping ports located ~4.5 m away outside of the detector volume 
o Needed vacuum = 10-9 mbar
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36/6/22

Problem Overview – Beampipe Constraints 

Detector Support Group

• Unique beampipe
– No heaters around beampipe due to material/radiation 

length
– Pumping ports located ~4.5 m away

§ Ports take lots of space so are outside of the detector volume
§ Needed vacuum (10-9 mbar) will be challenging

Beryllium Section

Closest Port Locations


